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I t  is proved that there are no unknown nearly perfect codes over finite fields. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let GF(q) be the finite field of q = pa elements, where p is a prime. Let V 
be the vector space (GF(q))< The minimum distance drain of a set C _C V is 
defined as the smallest Hamming distance between different vectors of C. The 
greatest integer ~<a is denoted by [a]. For e ~> 1, a set C _C V is called an 
e-error-correcting q-ary code, if ]C  I, the cardinality of C, is />2 and e = 
[(dmin --  1)/2]. 
An e-error-correcting code C is called (Goethals and van Tilborg, 1975) a 
uniformly packed quasi-perfect code with parameters A, /x, if, for every v ~ V 
at distance from some code vector, the number of code vectors at distance 4- 1 
from v is a constant A, and if, for every v c V at distance e + 1 or more from 
every code vector, the number of code vectors at distance e + 1 from v is a 
constant/z. IrA and/~ have the maximum values (Bassalygo, Zalcev, and Zinov'ev, 
1974; Goethals and van Tilborg, 1975), 
A = [(n --  e)(q --  1)/(e @ 1)] and p~ = [n(q --  1)/(e + 1)], (1) 
then the code C is called nearly perfect (Goethals and Snover, 1972; Goethals 
and van Tilborg, 1975). The code C is called perfect, if every v e V is at most 
at distance e from some code vector. 
All the parameters (n, e, q), for which perfect codes exist, are known 
(Tietiivfiinen, 1973). The same holds for binary nearly perfect codes (Lindstr6m, 
1975) and nonbinary nearly perfect codes for 1 <~ e ~< 10 (Lindstr6m and 
Aaltonen, 1976). Also the values of e, for which binary uniformly packed 
codes exist, are known (van Tilborg, 1975b). We now solve the existence 
problem of nearly perfect codes for all values of n, e, and q by proving the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM. For q > 2 there are no nearly perfect codes (which are not perfect). 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us suppose, contrary to our assertion, that for q > 2 we have an e-error- 
correcting nearly perfect code C, which is not perfect, with parameters A and/ ,  
defined in (1). We now give the lemmas needed t° get a contradiction. 
Goethals and van Ti lborg (1975) gave a necessary condit ion for the existence 
of the code C ment ioned above. Using this condit ion L indstrSm and Aaltonen 
(1976) proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. I f  q > 2 and an e-error-correcting nearly perfect code (which is not 
perfect) exists, then there are distinct positive integers x 1 , x.~ ,..., x~+ 1 and integers 
B 1 , Bz ,  B 3 such that 
e+l  
x, < (1 - -  1/ql(e + l)(n + 1), (2) 
i=1  
o+1 (n )  
1-[x~ =/z (e  @ 1)!q . . . .  1,/IC I >-(1 - -  1/q)e+l(e @ 1)[ e + 1 ' 
i=1  
(3) 
e+1 
17I (x~ - -  1) = (n - -  l)(n - -  2 / -'- (n - -  e + l)(q - -  1) *-1 Bv/q*+~, 
i=1  
(4) 
e+l  
1-[ (n - -  xe) = (n - -  l)(n - -  2) "-" (n - -  e + 1) B2/q ~+1, (5) 
i=1  
e+l  
i-I (n - - l - -x~)  = (n - -  2 ) (n  - -  3/  ''. (n - e + 1) B / -~+I  3/~/ , 
i=1 
(6) 
B l@{(n-e ) - (q -  1) (e- -  1 ) - -  1}B 2 -B  a = (n -- e)(n --  e -- l)q 2. (7) 
As a consequence of Lemma 1 we get 
LEMMA 2. I f  q > 2 and an e-error-correcting nearly perfect code (which is 
not perfect) exists, then 
n ~>p a(e-1)-[el~l-[el~]-''' ~ q(e-~)12. 
Proof. By Eqs. (4)-(7), qe+l is a divisor of (n - 1)(n - 2 ) ' "  (n - e)(n - e - 1)qL 
Hence, pa(e-1 ~-[~/p]-[e/>21 .... is a divisor of one of the numbers  n - i, i = 1,..., e + 1. 
This  proves the former inequality and the  latter is easy to prove for q >~ 3. 
Let A(m) be the greatest divisor not divisible by p of a positive integer m. 
Denote x~ ~ xs if A(x,:) = A(xj). This  relation ~-~ defines a partit ion of the set 
{x 1 ,..., x~+l} into disjoint subsets X 1 .... , X r .  
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LEMMA 3. I f  q ~ 2 and an e-error-correcting nearly perfect code (which is not 
perfect) exists, then for e >~ 11 
n ~> (e + 1)Q(e + 1)/(q - 1) A((e + 1)0, 
where Q(e + 1) is the product of the e + 1 least positive integers not divisible by p. 
Proof. First we get (see Lemma 9 and p. 91 in Tietiiv~iinen, 1973) 
e+l (e+l/=l )e+l. 
l-[ xi ~< (4p/(1 + p)2),+1-~ Z xi/(e + 1) 
i= l  \ 
Hence, by inequalities (2) and (3) and Lemma 2, 
e+l e+l 
(4p/(1 @ p)2)~+1-~ > y[ (1 - i/(n + 1)) > 1 - ~ i/(n + 1) 
i= l  i= l  
= 1 --  (e + 1)(e + 2)/2(n + 1) 
> 1 -- (e + 1)(e -5 2)/2pa{"-l)-[e/v] .... 
> 1 -- (e + 1)(e + 2)/2q(~-2)/~, 
which is possible for e ~> 11 only if r = e + 1. Equations (3) and (1) now give 
(]Te+l Xi) Q(e + 1) ~< A \;--~ = A(tx) A((e + 1)!)/A([ C ]) 
<~ n(q -- 1) .//((e + 1)!)/(e + 1), 
which proves Lemma 3. 
We need also an upper bound for n, which is given in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. I f  q > 2 and an e-error-correcting nearly perfect code (which is 
not perfect) exists, then for e >/ 1 1 
n < 41/(~-2){(4e + 5)/6} a~/(~-~), i f  q ----- 3, (8) 
and 
n < (a -- 1)2/1'-2){( 4e + 5)/5} 4./1~-2), /f q > 3. (9) 
Proof (el. Tiet/iviiinen, in press). Let xi = p~'A(xi), i = 1,..., e + 1, and 
let us index the numbers xi such that fll ~</32 ~ "'" ~</3,+1 - Now 
121 g.c.d. (xi , xi+l) = I21 g.c.d. (A(xi), A(xi+a))p ~' 
i= l  i= l  
>~ (1  p~' = x~ ... xdA(x~ "" x~) 
i=1 
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and so, by Eqs. (3) and (1), 
] xi -- xi+l !/xe > f i  g.c .d .  (xi,  xi+O/'xi >/ 1/A(:q "" x~) 
i=l i=l 
) 1 /A(x  I ' ' '  XeXe+l) > l /n (q  - -  1 )A(e[ ) ,  
(lo) 
Because e >/ 11 we get 
A(e!)  < e! 3-[~I al-["lg] < e! 3 -e/a for q = 3 
(11) 
~<e! for q>3.  
Stirling's formula e! < (2rre)l/2e ~• 2.72 -~+1/12~ gives for e >~ 11 
(e!)a/~ < e/2.24. (12) 
I f  
] x i  - -  xe+~ [/xt = max{/x, -- xi+ 1 I/xi [ i 1, 2,..., e}, 
then by (10), (11), and (12) 
] xt - -  xt+, I/xe > e/(n(q - -  1))1/% (13) 
where e = 3.23 if q = 3 and e = 2.24 if q > 3. We now denote the right-hand 
side of (13) by 3. I f  xt > xt+l or xt < xt+l, then, by (13) and the definition 
of 8, Xt+x/Xt < 1 - -8  or Xt+l/X t > 1 + 8, respectively. Hence 
XtNt_~l/((Xt 2_ 0Ct+1)/2)2 < 1 - -  (~/(2 @ a)) 2 = t - -  y, (14) 
where the equality defines y. Now, by (14), the arithmetic-mean--geometric- 
mean inequality, and (2), 
e-el e+l 
~ Xi = XlXt+I 
i=1 i=1 
ivat,t+l 
Xi 
e+l )e--1 
< (1 -- 7)((xt - -  xt+~)/2)  ~ xi/(e --  1) 
i=1 
i#t,t+l 
(~+~ )~+1 1)~1. <~ (1 - r )  x~/(e + 1) < (1 - r ) ( l  - 1/q) '+1 (,* T 
(15) 
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Inequalities (15) and (3) give 
and hence 
e+l 
1 - -  ~, > ]-I (1 --i!(n -5 1)) 
i=1 
e+l  
> 1- -  ~ i / (n+l )  = 1 (e÷l ) (e+2) /2 (n+l )  
i=1 
(3/(2 -}- ~))2 < (e + 1)(e + 2)/2n. (16) 
The definition of ~ together with (16) now give 
n 1-2/~ < (q --  1)z/~(2/e + 1/(n(q --  1))l/~e) 2eZ(e + 1)(e + 2)/2. (17) 
Lemma 2 gives for q >~ 3 and e >~ 11 
(n(q --  1))1/~ > 31/2(2/3)1/n > 1.66. (18) 
Now we get from (17) and (18) 
n 1-2/~ < (q --  1) ~/~ 2(e @ e/3.32)Z(e + 1)(e + 2)/e 2 
< (q -- 1) 2/e 2(e + 1)3(e + 2)/e 2 
and hence, by the arithmetic-mean--geometric-mean inequality, 
nl-~/~ < 4~/e((4e + 5)/6) 4 for q = 3 
< (q --  1)2/~((4e + 5)/5) 4 for q > 3, 
which is Lemma 4 in another form. 
The case 1 ~ e ~< 10 ofiour theorem is proved in Lindstr6m and Aaltonen 
(1976). Hence we have 
LEMMA 5. For 1 <~ e <~ 10 there are no nearly perfect nonbinary codes (which 
are not perfect). 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Suppose that there exists an e-error-correcting onbinary nearly perfect code, 
which is not perfect. In the following we attempt o find a contradiction for all 
values of q = pa >~ 3. By Lemma 5 we may restrict ourselves to 
e >~ 11. (19) 
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or  
Now we get 
f (e + 1)If(e) = (e + 2) Q(e + 2)/(e q- 1) Q(e + 1) A(e -j- 2) 
>~ Q(e + 2)/(e + 1)Q(e + 1) 
and further, by (20), 
We define 
f (e + 1)If(e) > p/(p --  1) ~> 1.5. 
g(e) = (q - -  1)=/(~-2)((4e + 5)/o~)4"/('-2~, 
y - -  y /p+l  >eq-2  
y > (e @ 1)p/(p - -  I ) .  (20) 
(21) 
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(i) q ~ 7. Lemmas 2 and 4 give 
q(2e-z)/a ~.~ q~a-1/aIp-1))-I < n < (q -- 1)2/(e-2)((4e + 5)/5) 4~/(e-2) 
and further 
7(2'-3)/3-2/(`-2) < ((4e + 5)/5) 4~/('-~), 
which is impossible by (19). 
(ii) q = 5. Now we have, as above, 
5(ae-4)/~-2/(~-2) < ((4e + 5)/5) 4el(e-m, 
again an impossibility by (19). 
(iii) q = 3 or 4. In this case Lemma 3 contradicts Lemma 4 for e = 11. 
Hence we must only show that the bound for n in Lemma 3 increases faster 
than the bound for n in Lemma 4, when e >/ 11. Let us define 
f(e) = (e + 1) Q(e + i)/(q - 1) A((e + 1)!). 
Let y be the (e @ 2)nd positive integer not divisible by p. Hence 
y- -  [y/p] = e -}- 2 
and so 
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where c~ = 6 for q = 3 and ~ = 5 for q = 4. Now, by (19), 
g(e + 1)/g(e) < ((4e + 9)/oO{4e+4)/(e-1)/((4e + 5)/004"/(e--~) 
< ((4e + 9)/(4e + 5))(4~+4)/(~-1) 
~< (53/49)48/1° < 1.46. 
Inequalities (21) and (22) complete the proof. 
(22) 
4. REMARKS 
(1) Lemma 1 holds for all uniformly packed codes with 0 ~/x  - -  A 
q - -  1, if the code is not perfect (see Goethals and van Tilborg, 1975; Lindstr6m 
and Aaltonen, 1976). Then also Lemma 2 holds for such codes. Because the 
maximum value of/x is that defined in (1) then also Lemmas 3 and 4 hold. 
Hence we have proved above that there are no nonbinary uniformly packed codes 
(which are not perfect) for 0 ~</x - -  ;~ ~ q - -  1 and e >/ 11. 
(2) Equations (4)-(7) hold for all nonbinary uniformly packed codes, 
which are not perfect (see Goethals and van Tilborg, 1975; Lindstr6m and 
Aaltonen, 1976). Hence Lemma 2 holds for such codes. 
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